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an excellent introduction to the international relations debate over the causes
of the hiv/aids epidemic. i can see this being utilized as a current text and a

reference that would appeal to a significant audience, particularly lower-
division undergraduates who have not previously seen the subject. this text is

well organized and concise and could be a great replacement for the multi-
authored books on the subject at the undergraduate level. the book is an
outgrowth of a long-standing conference series hosted by the asa and the

david rockefeller center for latin american studies. the series is quite
prestigious, especially for a journal, and the press release of an article from
the book should inform potential readers why this book is worth reading. the
book is a fine example of how conference presentations should be organized.

this is a good book to use at the beginning of a course on the history of
epidemics. it provides a good overview of the history of an important but

understudied field. it does not go into a great deal of depth, but provides a
nice introduction to the broad sweep of the ir issues surrounding stis. this is a
good book to use at the beginning of a course on the history of epidemics. it

provides a good overview of the history of an important but understudied field.
it does not go into a great deal of depth, but provides a nice introduction to the
broad sweep of the ir issues surrounding stis. my first impression of the book
was that its structure is clear. the first section (chapter 1) is introductory, but
straightforward enough to be read quickly, and gets the reader ready for the
more in-depth material that follows. the second section (chapter 2) deals with

the theoretical framework and is thus more lengthy but it does address the
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core ideas of ir (focus, politics, international) and it includes some history. the
third section (chapters 3-5) is rather focused on traditional ir theories. the final

section (chapter 6) points to new theories that have emerged in the past 30
years (online gaming, youtube, etc). some of these sections read a bit like ikea

instructions. but the material is presented in a clear, orderly fashion.
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as health-seeking
behavior changes over
time, the application of

older prevention
strategies to new

contexts and
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populations could be
increasingly successful

and appropriate. in
other words, the

greater availability of
treatment for hiv leads
to an increased need to
support prep and other
forms of prevention. hiv
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prevention
interventions, and

ultimately the survival
of people with hiv/aids,
need to consider more

than just disease
control. they must also
consider social aspects

of health, including
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social policy, public
health, health

education, health care,
quality of care, and

other factors, to ensure
that hiv prevention is

not just a narrow
exercise of biomedical

control ( andersson
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2011 ). our theoretical
concern has been with
preventive contexts,

including those that are
biomedical (behaviors

as disease
management). the

latest crisis in global
health, the ongoing aids
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epidemic, has
highlighted our
argument that

prevention must go
beyond biomedical

activities. public health
agencies have made

various efforts to
address the spread of
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aids. the most visible
efforts involve patients
and social/behavioral

interventions. however,
the efforts have largely
focused on engaging

individuals in hiv-
prevention behaviors.

so-called "cocktail"
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interventions such as
prevention of mother-to-

child hiv transmission
(pmtct) and various

antiretroviral treatment
(art) packages are

being used to reduce
the spread of hiv

infections in pregnant
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women, pregnant
women attending anc,

children, and, more
recently, tb/hiv co-

infected children ( who
2011 ). another recent
and proposed approach

to hiv/aids is the
"cocktail" of biomedical,
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behavioral, and
social/community

interventions.
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